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 KEY CONCEPTS                                      what does it all mean? 

 SMALLVILLE: An RPG about relationship drama and high stakes 
super-powered action. Confront problems, make stupid but 
dramatic decisions to earn PLOT POINTS, piss each other off, make 
up again, strike out alone, resolve to work together, end the story 
in a huge climax or cliffhanger, and grow from the experience. 

 LEAD: LEADS are the episode's main characters. Each player 
controls 1 LEAD except for WATCHTOWER. 

 WATCHTOWER: Player that controls everything else, including FEATURES. 

 FEATURE: Important characters that are not LEADS that the 
WATCHTOWER uses to challenge LEADS. 

 RESPONSIBILITIES: WATCHTOWER presents problems that 
challenge the LEAD'S RELATIONSHIPS and VALUES, frame and end 
scenes, and call for tests. LEADS confront WATCHTOWER'S problems 
and challenge other LEAD'S RELATIONSHIPS and VALUES. Both 
WATCHTOWER and LEADS make decisions that help create dramatic 
stories and make everyone look awesome. 

 PLOT POINT: A resource you earn by pushing the story forward in 
dramatic ways which you can spend to help get what you want. 

 DIE RATING: What kind of a die to roll. There are 5 DIE RATINGS: D4, 
D6, D8, D10, or D12. For example, D4 means roll a four sided die.  

 STEP UP: Increase a DIE RATING. For example from D4 to D6. 

 STEP DOWN: Decrease a DIE RATING. For example from D6 to D4. 

 TRAIT: TRAIT is anything that has a DIE RATING. 

 STATEMENT: A short text description defining your TRAITS. 

 DRIVES: RELATIONSHIP and VALUE traits. 

 RELATIONSHIP: TRAITS that describe how LEADS and FEATURES are 
connected and how they feel about each other. 

 VALUE: TRAITS that describe how a LEAD or FEATURE views the world. 
There are 6 VALUES: DUTY, GLORY, JUSTICE, LOVE, POWER, and TRUTH. 

 ASSET: TRAITS that define who a LEAD or FEATURE is. There are 3 
types of ASSETS: DISTINCTIONS (personal characteristics), ABILITIES 
(super powers), and GEAR. 

 RESOURCE: EXTRAS (non-important characters) and LOCATIONS 
(places characters frequently visit) TRAITS. 

 STRESS: TRAITS that describe how hurt a LEAD or FEATURE is. There 
are 5 STRESSES: AFRAID, ANGRY, EXHAUSTED, INSECURE, and INJURED.  

 POOL: When you roll, you roll multiple TRAITS at the same time in 
a POOL of dice. POOLS have different names and use different 
TRAITS depending on why you are rolling. By default they are called 
DICE POOLS. If you're hurting someone, it's a STRESS POOL. If you 
want to change who you are, it's a GROWTH POOL. When WATCHTOWER 
rolls but isn't using a FEATURE, it's called the TROUBLE POOL. 

 RESULT: In general, when you roll a POOL, you take your 2 highest 
die rolls and add them together to determine your RESULT. 
 

 SETUP                                     what to do when the game starts 

 Reset all PLOT POINTS to 0. 

 Roll all your RELATIONSHIPS. Each player adds together their 2 highest 
die rolls to determine their RESULT. Whoever has the highest RESULT 
earns 4 PLOT POINTS. The lowest gains 2. Everyone else 3.  

 WATCHTOWER has unlimited PLOT POINTS. 

 Reset GROWTH POOL to 0. 

 EXTRAS and LOCATIONS reset. 

 TROUBLE POOL resets to 2D6.  
 

 CONTESTS                                                           when to roll 

 Use CONTESTS to force a LEAD or FEATURE to do something when:     
1. someone opposes you and 2. it involves a VALUE or RELATIONSHIP. 

 Clearly state what you want them to do (TELEGRAPH). 
 

 ACTING & REACTING                                             how to win 

 The person who wants something is the ACTING player. 

 The person who wants to stop them is the REACTING player. 

 Only 2 players may directly participate in the contest, everyone 
else may AID or INTERFERE.  

 The ACTING player rolls.  

 If you aren't sure who the ACTING player is, everyone roll. The 
person with the highest RESULT is the ACTING player. Everyone 
except the ACTING player discards their roll (as if they never rolled). 

 The REACTING player may now GIVE IN for free (costs a PLOT POINT later) 
OR roll. If they GIVE IN, the ACTING player gets what they want.  

 If the ACTING RESULT is equal OR greater than the REACTING RESULT, 
the ACTING player INFLICTS STRESS. If they beat the RESULT by 5+ 
they may also choose to STRESS OUT the REACTING player. Either 
way, the CONTEST ends and no one gets what they want. 

 If the REACTING RESULT is GREATER than the ACTING RESULT, you switch 
places (REACTING player becomes the ACTING player and vice versa). 
The existing REACTING RESULT becomes the new ACTING RESULT to beat. 

 If anyone wants to GIVE IN after this point, it costs 1 PLOT POINT. 

 The new REACTING player (formerly the ACTING playing) may now 
GIVE IN OR roll. 

 Go back and forth till someone GIVES IN OR INFLICTS STRESS. 

 When you GIVE IN, describe how… sell your opponent's victory! 

 Didn't get what you want? You can try again later but the players 
NOT involved in this CONTEST get first dibs on starting the next one.  
 

 ROLLING                                                               how to roll 

 Describe how you're trying to get what you want. 

 Roll 1 VALUE, 1 RELATIONSHIP and if applicable, 1 ASSET and 1 of 
your target’s STRESS. 

 Add together the 2 highest rolls from your DICE POOL to determine 
your RESULT. Do not include any dice that roll a 1. 
 

 COMPLICATIONS                                    winning but with a twist 

 Any dice that roll a 1 are COMPLICATIONS (except from EXTRAS or 
LOCATION dice). 

 COMPLICATIONS don't make you lose, they just twist the outcome. 

 Anyone may describe what the COMPLICATION is. 

 WATCHTOWER may add a LEADS COMPLICATION die to the TROUBLE POOL 
by spending a PLOT POINT.  

 When WATCHTOWER rolls a COMPLICATION, a LEAD may remove a die of 
that DIE RATING or smaller from the TROUBLE POOL. 
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 INFLICTING STRESS                              how to hurt your target 

 Choose what kind of STRESS to inflict (AFRAID, ANGRY, EXHAUSTED, 
INSECURE, or INJURED). 

 Re-roll your existing DICE POOL minus COMPLICATIONS (STRESS POOL). 

 What is the DIE RATING (D4, D6, D8, D10, or D12) of your highest roll?  

 If this DIE RATING is higher than the target's current STRESS, the 
target's STRESS becomes this new DIE RATING. Otherwise, STEP UP 
the STRESS DIE RATING by one. 

 If your target's STRESS is already D12, they become STRESSED OUT. 

 If you take STRESS BUT are not STRESSED OUT, you can choose to 
become STRESSED OUT and fall unconscious. You STEP BACK all your 
STRESS and earn 1 PLOT POINT. Your opponent decides what 
happens to you while you are unconscious. 
 

 STRESSING OUT                    forcing your target out of the scene 

 The target that is STRESSED OUT describes how.  

 The target may not ROLL, participate in CONTESTS or spend PLOT 

POINTS for the rest of the scene. 
 

 AIDING                                                    help your friends win 

 Roll as normal (before the player you want to help rolls). 

 Add your single highest rolled die to your friend's RESULT. 
 

 INTERFERING                              stop a contest from happening 

 Give 1 PLOT POINT to WATCHTOWER. 

 Roll but if you don't beat the ACTING RESULT, everyone ignores you. 

 If you do beat it, the CONTEST stops unless each participant gives 
you 1 PLOT POINT. 

 If the CONTEST continues, everyone re-rolls. No one can win and no 
one can GIVE IN. Instead, whichever of the contestants has the 
highest RESULT may INFLICT STRESS.  

 Additionally, if either of their RESULTS are higher than the 
interfering player's RESULT, they may both INFLICT STRESS on the 
interfering player (they can end up taking STRESS from both sides). 
 

 EARNING PLOT POINTS                            lose now to win later                  

 When anyone spends a PLOT POINT they give it to the person they 
are targeting. 

 When WATCHTOWER adds a COMPLICATION die to the TROUBLE POOL 
they give 1 plot point to the person who rolled the COMPLICATION. 

 When you volunteer to STEP DOWN a RELATIONSHIP or VALUE. 

 When you activate an ASSET'S TRIGGER that is labeled EARN. 

 PLOT POINTS earned in a CONTEST cannot be spent immediately in 
that same CONTEST. 
 

 SPENDING PLOT POINTS                       helps you win contests 

 Roll additional TRAITS, target's STRESS, or your own STRESS (not 
already rolled) into your DIE POOL. 

 Add additional dice from your DIE POOL to your final RESULT. 

 Roll a D6 TRAIT that represents an improvised advantage or useful 
detail from the scene. Lasts for the entire scene. 

 Add a new temporary D6 RELATIONSHIP. Lasts for the entire episode. 
You may keep it permanently at the end of the episode as a D4. 

 Roll a die from a LOCATION or EXTRA not on your LEAD SHEET. 

 Activate an ASSET'S TRIGGER labeled SPEND. 

 Spend 2 PLOT POINTS to INFLICT STRESS on someone who GIVES IN. 
Before rolling your STRESS POOL, move the highest die to the 
TROUBLE POOL. 

 BONUS DICE                                               get even more dice! 

 Temporarily erase and roll as many dice as you want from any 
LOCATION or EXTRA on your LEAD SHEET. These dice are added 
directly to your RESULT. When you spend a die from a location or 
extra, that die is temporarily erased from everyone's LEAD SHEET. 

 Act against one of your VALUES or RELATIONSHIPS STATEMENTS to roll 
triple its DIE RATING for an entire CONTEST and add its DIE RATING to 
your GROWTH POOL. Then STEP DOWN its DIE RATING for the rest of the 
episode. At game end, you may rewrite this VALUE or RELATIONSHIP 

STATEMENT to return it to its normal DIE RATING or leave it as is and 
permanently STEPPED DOWN.  

 Use an ABILITY'S LIMIT to roll triple the DIE RATING for the TRAIT that 
targets that LIMIT. 

 WATCHTOWER may erase and roll as many dice as they want from 
the TROUBLE POOL. These dice are added directly to their RESULT. 
The trouble pool can never have less than 2 dice.  
 

 STRESS RELIEF                                                healing stress 

 You can't heal your own STRESS but you can heal your friend's. 
Name the STRESS you want to heal and roll as normal.  

 They roll all of their STRESS (not just the STRESS you want to heal).  

 If you beat their RESULT, you heal their STRESS completely and they 
add that STRESS DIE RATING to their GROWTH POOL. 
 

 TESTS                                               rolling outside of contests 

 TESTS are simple one round CONTESTS that WATCHTOWER asks you to 
roll when you try to do something uncertain or dangerous and 
there is no LEAD or FEATURE opposing you.  

 WATCHTOWER rolls the TROUBLE POOL first. Then you roll as normal. 
If WATCHTOWER wins, they INFLICT STRESS.  

 EXTRAS may be spent to aid the TROUBLE POOL. 
 

 GAME END                                                growing and healing 

 Roleplay an epilogue showing how your LEAD has changed. 

 STEP DOWN all your STRESS. 

 Rewrite any VALUE or RELATIONSHIP STATEMENTS. If you acted against 
any of your VALUES or RELATIONSHIPS STATEMENTS and don't rewrite 
it, for RELATIONSHIPS add a die of the STEPPED DOWN DIE RATING to 
your GROWTH POOL and for VALUES STEP UP another VALUE. 

 You may add or STEP UP 1 ASSET (DISTINCTIONS, ABILITIES, GEAR), 
RESOURCE (LOCATION, EXTRA), or RELATIONSHIP. New TRAITS start at D4 
and no TRAIT can be greater than D12. WATCHTOWER rolls the DIE 

RATING of the new TRAIT or STEPPED UP TRAIT plus D12 if it is an 
ABILITY, D10 for DISTINCTIONS. D8 for GEAR and LOCATIONS, and D6 for 
RELATIONSHIPS and EXTRAS.  You roll your GROWTH POOL plus your 
highest STRESS DIE. Ignore 1S and you may not spend any PLOT 

POINTS. If you win, you may add a new or STEP UP an existing TRAIT. 
If you lose, you still get what you want but must first STEP DOWN 
another TRAIT. You may not add or STEP UP VALUES this way. 
 

 CREDITS & QUESTIONS                   who made this crazy thing? 

 Email jenskot@gmail.com 


